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“ A CHANGE IN PLAN ” by RJW Still Ends In A “Tony” Win

Text/Images: Rodney J Williams

This is my first article for 2017 and I am revising how I write stories from now on.
Over the past ten+ years, many times I have went into detail concerning my model builds as to “how I did it.”
From now on, I will select photos that will tell the story, so you can study them and come up with your
conclusion as to how it was accomplished.

For a long time I have got on Google, clicked on “Image”,
typed in what I am looking for in the “search “ box then
click on “enter”. Up comes photos of what I am wanting.
( Cont’d on 3 )

Editor’s MisBehavings – this month’s editor, Mick Burton

( shameless plug: www.mickbmodeler.com )

“ Be a Judge at a Local Show, Make All The Difference In Perspective, Your Own & Others, REALLY ”
As these photos were selected from those I took last Saturday are meant to assist my case building … You just need
a little background . I have been a contest Judge for a good number of years, at local level the most, plenty of time out
on the road being part of “out of area” locals too, and of course, several years as an IPMS USA Nationals Judge.This
is not chest thumping.It’s to better emphasize why I keep harping on asking for volunteers at shows these days. Also in
editorial rants, and try to be gentle but insistent when I am with “fellow road warriors” that we at least consider “going
to Judge versus to lunch”. Oh, to be sure, I’m far from a saint much of the time nowadays. But I am reminded often, as
to why I included the shot of the French
Bloch fighter here. I came upon two Vet
Judges of similar experience to myself.
Talking over the very accurate but little
known fact of how this aircraft in real
life has a distinct offset thrust line, that
kit here captures. Something that likely
a set of Judges will, if they see it, prone
to “remove it from or lower in placing”
as an “error”. Nearby, another person of
similar background was discussing with
another attendee, how so very often Focke Wulf 190s, along with Spitfires and Bf-109s, tend to be the devil for novice
Judges, especially in landing gear “set” issues. Never mind the “fun” for even “non competition” builders with them.
The discussions ended up with three of us agreeing that even when we’ve judged many a time in many a category, it
still is a learning chance
and sharing moment to
gain, give back to us all.
Even when we know the
specific details of an item
we’re viewing, when we
Judge, most often that is a
hindrance as much as it’s
a help. Because we often are
reminding others on teams,
“pure basics” are just that, a
means to Judge as objective
as possible. Not knowing as
much about the details of a
group of model subjects, a
“help” as much as not, some
times. Want to know more?
Become a Judge or resume being a Team Head Judge, you’ll bring light to darkness and a smile to everyone…really.
- mickb
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HARD TO SWALLOW ? NOT REALLY, As “RED” Williams RELATES his Ki-61 BUILD SUCCESS ( from 1 )

Here are the real photos of a Kawasaki
Type Three Fighter HIEN, (Ki-61 Tony).

Next are photos of my 1/48 scale Hasegawa kit from somewhere in the beginning to the end.
The modeler had a choice of two different paint applications and I choose the “bare-metal”
version.

-

Fini, Rodney J. Williams, Life Member SVSM

.

“ Northrop’s Notables ”

–

SVSM EDITOR’s Club Contest Theme
2017 FEBRUARY CLUB CONTEST
Photos & Text : Mick Burton
Models: Two Others
“ AS IT WAS OUTLINED & PROMOTED ”:

Don’t matter, it doesn’t have to be a Flying Wing design (remember, Jack Northrop also had BT-1 Dive Bomber
which was basically the “father” of the SBD Dauntless, for one). F-89 Scorpions, P-61 Black Widows, “SNARK”, the
obscure but utterly innovative C-125 “Raider”, all Northrop for examples. If it’s FINISHED and Northrop was part of
it, you may enter it for this “Editor’s Favorite Designers” club contest. ENTRIES SIMPLY NEED TO BE : FINISHED

Being that one of the contestants doesn’t “do Internet” and thusly isn’t always receiving timely editions of
the SVMS pubs OSS & TAMS (Original Styrene Sheet & The AfterMarket Sheet), instead relying on the not
always on schedule delivery of printed (grey scale) hard copy from the Editor…that last codicil not ahered to
Editor also didn’t adhere to his own plan to be in the contest, which worked well for Judging solutions, but it
shorted his tribute to Northrop some (he had a finished XP-56 prototype #1 that would have fit in perfectly…
as well as three P-61 Black Widows, two by his hand one by another as a gift, ahh so it goes in plans afoot)

Cliff Kranz may have not finished one of his four support entries,
however he lead with his patented and appreciated enthusiasm in
every case here.

Cliff supplied three of the four Freedom
Fighter examples seen here on table, one
really rolled back the “ curtain of time”.
The white plastic mildly threw Editor as
he had never seen that shade used in any
of the kits by this maker, that he recalled
until long after meeting. But the box art,
that was a vivid memory for him as well as Cliff, and for benefit of those present at meeting plus readers, the
very item referenced is shown, below. Cliff was working with recently recovered, built example for his bird

This is OLD GOLD, as Cliff managed well to illustrate for us. As stated, he got this kit as a discarded built
up, and was recovering it best he could. Issued in 1962, the kit was based on the mockup 1/1 model of the
Northrop N-156F (the company inhouse designator, if you were curious) and Aurora Plastics Corporation in
every respect, managed to capture that in “essentially 1/48th scale”. The next two entries by Cliff were a bit
smaller scale, but nearly as old, again recovered memories for the Editor as the model was from his youth !
As were the shared experiences, when Cliff explained in Model Talk why this F-5A was done in primarily
Glossy paints for what is pretty well executed at time of build, what would much later be known to us as
“SouthEast Asia Tactical Scheme”. “Way Back” in 1967, to Cliff and I, it was called “Vietnam camouflage”

That’s correct, this 1/72nd scale model of a USAF Northrop F-5A “Skoshi Tiger” you see here, built by one
Cliff Kranz in 1967, 50 years from the meeting night month of this display !. The kit was the then very new
and actually quite superior to the Hasegawa competition (which Editor built nearly the same time period),
Airfix “ Freedom Fighter” model, released in 1966 in “bagged” and later “boxed” editions. Cliff recounted
the “gloss” tan and medium green, with “semi matte:” olive green, were the only paints available at time.

Yes, this is what we had for our “up to date, best choices” then.
Cliff showed he was more adventurous and skilled than Editor at the time, for here’s his other entry of
that same year build from another Airfix kit, this time with that tricky two piece canopy closed mounting.

The adventurous remark is made not due his skilled canopy blending, but more because he did the posed
leading edge and flaps, along with the Turkish AF scheme. Not easy at the time, and for youth, not often.
The last of Cliff’s contributions to the Editor’s Club Contest, well, Burton posed this picture just to show
what “ progenitor and legit “ Northrop product that Mr Kranz was employing for what you’ll see, next.
While this side view shot may look a lot like a P-61B “Black Widow” to the casual eye, that is not case.

This is Cliff’s “one & one half”
Black Widow, which Editor as a
Judge referred to later as “P-132”
on basis this was a “twin” P-61.
Ex- US Air Force and former
Head Curator of the California
Aerospace Museum, Life Member SVSMer Barry Bauer called him on this at meeting. Positing that instead,
correctly designated this would more likely be the P-92 or P-93 (61 + ½ of next 61, rounding up or down…).
Which may have worked, had we not both known that those designators were assigned to “nearly as what if”
USAF planes in “the real world” So, we’ll just leave it P-132, for that “Century Series” won’t be assigned 
Cliff noted this was an older build of his, combining two Airfix P-61Bs which was the better of two choices
for detail. Versus the FROG molding, back then and for many years the only 1/72 kits of any Black Widow.
President Greg Plummer was the other contestant and he had another splendid spin on “what if Northrop” in
this deceptively schemed late model Danish Air Force “Freedom Fighter”.

As Greg relayed, the source kit he was using here, the Hasegawa 1/72nd scale Northrop F-20 “TigerShark” is
actually an aircraft that began life as Northrop’s answer to a DOD request (under Jimmy Carter’s watch) for
the FX program, lightweight, high performance jet fighter for possible export sales. Then called F-5G, as the
“ultimate” Freedom Fighter, later was redesignated F-20. F-20 ended up in a competition head on with then
new General Dynamics F-16, which began also as single engine fighter in FX concept. Greg chose to make
his in scheme posited on a success there, prettier than any applied “in real life”.
SO now, on to WINNERS!

FEBRUARY “ Northrop’s Notables ” THIRD PLACE for “ P-132 ”
Cliff Kranz

FEBRUARY “ Northrop’s Notables ” SECOND PLACE for “ Turkish F-5 ”
Cliff Kranz

FEBRUARY “ Northrop’s Notables ” FIRST PLACE for “ Danish F-5G ”
Greg Plummer

UPCOMING EVENTS CALENDAR AS OF 02-21-17
Saturday, March 04 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers host Silicon Valley Classic # 4 “On The Hook” Napredak Hall, SJ
Friday, March 10 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest
Friday, March 17 2017
IPMS/ SVSM meet, Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ Luck of the Irish” (bring in models primarily Green or Orange)
Friday, April 14 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest
Friday, April 21 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Theme is “ Treasurer’s Wonder Club Contest” (90 plus days)
Friday, May 12 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest
Friday, May 19 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting.
Friday, June 16 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. “Boring German Scheisse No One Likes “ is Club Contest Theme
Friday, July 14 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their meeting at Irvington Community Center, Fremont CA. Theme is Buildfest
Friday, July 21 2017
IPMS/ Silicon Valley Scale Modelers meeting. Editor’s Club Contest Theme “ RED, WHITE & BLUE ”
Saturday, September 09 2017
IPMS/ Reno High Rollers host their 18th Classic at the Desert Heights Elementary, Stead, NV (fave locale)
Theme is “ Record Breakers and Famous Firsts” See their website www.renohighrollers.com for more info.
Sunday, September 17 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets host their show , TRI CITY THIRTEEN “AUSTRALIA” @ MCC in Milpitas
Saturday, October 14 2017
IPMS/ Silver Wings & USS Hornet Museum present OPEN COCKPIT DAY & Inaugural MODEL EXPO
Saturday October 28 2017
IPMS/ AVG host their Desert Classic at Antelope Valley College, Lancaster CA
Friday, November 14 2017
IPMS/ Fremont Hornets last “ normal ” meeting for year, Club Contest theme “ oh no, it’s 1977 all over again”

SEEKING BUILDERS ALL for an EXCELLENT MEMBER LEAD MODEL EFFORT

PLEASE CONTACT John Carr via the Editor’s email DENS25403@MYPACKS.NET

OH NO ! NO NO NO NOT THAT. ANYTHING BUT THAT ! Oh SO SORRY KIDS BUT HERE RETURNS THE

Editor’s Mad Ravings – February’ s editor, Mick Burton (refer to www.mickbmodeler.com for full copies of items)
“ Again , What’s Old is New Again ”
APRIL 1987 ( now back on our 30, 20, 10 thread here )
Our “ half scale ” Newsletter this month out had an amusing and
instructive essay re: Officer Elections, by Editor Alan Wolcott .
He also noted an excellent response to work at registration desk by
he, wife Dahlia and member Rex Barden at the SJSM Regional, in
the form of “ Thank You Cards ” to each of them, signed by some
of the membership. As Alan related, it’s efforts like these that are
what make our club worth being a member of, working as Officer.
In the minutes, among notes of things like Ted Kauffman’s tips on
how “he skeletonized his 1/24th Hurricane model” and anguish at
seeing just how damned good Bill Ferrante’s FIRST VacForm is.
Suggested we get him away from that genre ASAP. It was an LA-5
by the way.
Alan also recorded the NEW IPMS-Travis club charter and how it
was already busy on a model recreation of Vacaville Raceway in a
1/25th scale working diorama (lights, sound, smoke…) Big job !

APRIL 1997 OSS, cover shot . With editorial by
Chris B, which included what else, a cheering on
of the 4th annual IPMS Travis model contest and
show, done in partnership with IPMS Mt Diablo
Ben Pada’s cover story, a marvelous piece on a
truly accurate early MC 202 is joined by great
articles on Luft ’46 jet, a “mountain goat” RR
Car, done by none other than our “NACA Bob”
Miller. But the BEST reason to review this old
issue is another work by Bob, namely his two
plus page review “ take down” in re: Warren
Bodie’s book on the P-38 Lightning. Bob makes
out an extremely cogent and near unassailable
case on just how big “ unknown history ” was

overlooked or just plain ignored (to maintain
some well known legends & reputations) which
completely does no justice to true heroes of the
P-38’s design. NACA locally is a featured part of
this, worth a reading
APRIL 2007 with Jared Bishop at the helm, his
time spent this issue trying to accommodate the
“missing or late” results of the last Napredak
SVSM Classic. Jared’s “ Award” Issue method
was a worthy creative solution. “Absentee” elect
President Randy Ray had a fine editorial piece in
this issue worth a read, especially in light of how
things unfolded re: SCCC, Napredak and us now.
A lot can happen in the elapsed decade, you see.
Editor takes this point to reflect that in the work
of building SVSM archives, I discovered that it
was not the first time in our history that elect of
President was done “absent the winner”, as he
along with others have long thought.
Still holds true Randy Ray was the first SVSM
President to be put into chains by proletariat
without being in the vicinity, but long before all
of us, another in SJSM was similarly “ensconced
& honored” so. *S* So watch out, could happen!
MAY 1987 Our “ half scale ” Newsletter is using a smaller type
face to fit the news load, again it was HUGE for this month ! An
amusing aspect, a once staple tedium for discussion is featured in
the cover news of April ’87 minutes, namely “DISPLAY CASES”
Editor Alan Wolcott was then looking for a good NEW HOME for
the 4 which he’d been shepherding and sheltering at cost of $300 a
year for some time (out of his pocket, NOT THE CLUB ) Prez Bert
McDowell offered a full page editorial extolling material on recent
club “guest speaker and technique talks”, in same issue as Editor Alan
was reviewing the April “Super Glue” Seminar given at meeting.
News about possible Marin/Hamilton AFB air show return in the
1988 or later years came to us from the now ten years chartered,
IPMS Yerba Buena Chapter of San Francisco. Believe it or not,
at one time SF had TWO operating IPMS clubs, Golden Gate &
Yerba Buena.
Being this is a History and Editorial section, much fun now for me to
tie in two more bits of R-9 Club History separated only by ten years
between issues ! IPMS_Travis has just formed you learned in April
’87 issue, in ’97 they’re hosting their 4th show at the Travis AFB
museum. Which this issue notes soon to be site of IPMS Sacto
Summer Classic for 1987. Bet none of you would have guessed how
long that venue, much less who, has been in club orbits. Last bit of
fun here, “NACA” Bob Miller is noted as our New Member !

MAY 1997 OSS, cover shot . With another fabulous
piece of 1/48th scale aircraft modelling discussion by
“Island” Ben Pada here. 20 years later, you will be
not perhaps surprised to learn Ben is vigorously still
at this practice of his favorite genre, although not at
all writing up articles on these jewels of his. Alas.
Chris Bucholtz’s editorial for this issue sounded out on
an issue all too familiar in our history, namely being in a
jam for a meeting venue with little to no notice. Thanks
to a name that should be known to you all nowadays, and
a locale I think you’ll recognize, we were covered for the
emergency here in May ’97.
The erstwhile hero of ours here ? Why, none other than
Mr Richard Pedro ! Where did he manage to find us the
space to meet and conduct business, as if we’d been there
all along? Hmm, let’s see, 1275 N. Milpitas Boulevard,
yes, it rings a bell, doesn’t it? Of course, it ought to…
While we met for a while longer at Milpitas Library, it
was our experience at 1275 N Milpitas Blvd thanks to
Richard’s efforts, that lead us back to HERE & NOW as
that is our address for many years of Third Fridays of
SVSM to date. One last part to note of this issue, less
fun to recount, but necessary. The passing at only 35,
of member Mike Williams, in whose name we still have
given in memorial, our “Best Scifi/Fantasy Subject” award at Kickoff Classics forward and into the SV Classics today.
MAY 2007, cover story by none other than “Mr. SV
Classic ” these days himself : Mr. Mike Woolson. His 5
page article is a grand guide to making this large scale
model into a truly excellent display & contest result.
As you will learn in the April ’07 minutes at the end
of this issue, Mike was given Model of the Month for
his Mercury model.
The results of the first Kickoff Classic held inside Hall
A of SCCC were listed and quantified in this issue, the
Legato 1/48th FW-190V1 (the early “Butcher Bird with
the intriguing “ducted fan spinner” propeller cap) is a
review article by Floyd S. Werner, nice treat from this
well known IPMS USA member, whom I recall then
hailed from Arizona.
Mike Fletcher provided a pretty extensive guide to the
mixing of World War Two IJN Aircraft colors and our
legendary “Irish Tanker”, Nicholas Moran devised one
deliciously evil crossword puzzle in this issue.
We will wrap up this month’s WAYBACK with a
Reprint from August 1995. Editorial piece, not an
Article, but this writing from 22 years ago totally
resonates with this author, who did his OJT at this
same Nats , only his second (the writer’s first one)

OH NO ! Here’s Yet Another “ WAYBACK ” REPRINT ARTICLE (with issue cover)
( as you can download whole thing from www.mickbmodeler.com if you go to Editor’s Archive )

OKAY NOW YOU CAN SEE FOR YOURSELF
– IT’s OFFICIAL !
WE ARE HAVING OUR

IPMS SPONSOR : Sacramento’s IPMS/SILVER WINGS
EVENT CONTACT: Mr JOE MARTINEZ, JMH3GUY@hotmail.com

STAY TUNED
FOR MORE DETAILS
FOR NOW
JUST BE SURE TO MARK CALENDARS
FOR A NEW DATE FOR
DESERT CLASSIC EVENT

SATURDAY OCTOBER 28 2017
ANTELOPE VALLEY COLLEGE,
LANCASTER CA

LITTLE OUTLINES of CLUB CONTESTS for YEAR 2017
SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST MARCH

“

Luck of the Irish ”

Don’t have a clue what the Editor is up to here ? Okay, FIRST OFF, KNOW THE DATE OF OUR 2017 MEETING:
It’s The Third Friday, which falls on the 17th. So what, right ? Yes, March 17. Saint Paddy’s Day for those who know
This contest is for ANYTHING that is PRIMARILY ORANGE or GREEN, got that? So grab that Pontiac GTO Judge
or Yeager X-1 or “Alternative Universe LIS Jupiter II” or any massive number of olive shaded items…oh, yes, hard
to imagine ANY OF YOU having anything remotely close to being primarily a shade of green in your collections…
ALL ENTRIES HERE SIMPLY NEED TO BE : FINISHED

SVSM MEMBER’s CONTEST JUNE “ Boring German Scheisse No One Likes”
For SVSM Members , June is the month to just let go and have some fun with themes perhaps others might find
"incorrect" to put it politely. Last year this space was occupied by one of our more successful results club contests
period, much less a Member's theme pick . It was called " YOU MOTHER ! "
This summer's opener could be said to harken to a certain June day in 1944 when some notable German scheisse got
the same kicked out of it ... but one could say I digress here. This is a much broader theme than it appears, too
So what this is will be better outlined in detail in coming days. For now, trust that it's very likely you have something
built for it already, if you have been a modelbuilder for any number of years. Wouldn't surprise us at all

ALL ENTRIES TO COMPETE, MUST BE FINISHED

SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST JULY

“

RED, WHITE & BLUE ”

So what this is, simply, a chance to find ANY excuse to produce a
model in any of these three primary colors (okay, two plus a "non"),
or any combo of two or three. There is a certain Austin Powers
movie series which ,oddly enough, features vehicles whom you
may still find models of (allegedly buildable) that stunningly
qualify. A Sox & Martin racing team fan won't be lost for entries
here. Fans of Douglas and/or Bell X planes would easily find
room to compete here, as would anyone who fancies patriotic
themes for figures or vehicles that are associated with the USA,
France or Russia.
A small technicality,
ENTRIES MUST BE
FINISHED TO
COMPETE

SVSM EDITOR’s CONTEST NOVEMBER

Say what ???

How on Earth does a Flying Saucer, the
Arado AR-234 and two versions of P-38 “Lightning” mesh
for even a legendary for their “ Mr Fantastic” Stretch, SVSM
Club Contest ? Rock simple and fiendishly stellar in scope,
BECAUSE they all relate in an “ atmospheric or skyborne”
fashion. Any Scale, Any Type subject as long as it’s tied to
Atmosphere (weather related items are easy and wide range)
Or Day or Night Sky (So of course UFOs, Flying Disks, or
“Constellations”, “visible Planets & Stars, Heavenly Bodies”
(So Mars, Venus, Jupiter, Saturn related, Polaris, for some)
Remember, November is traditional “End All and Be All”
Club Contest, so Editor tries to make a fun and wide scope
Possible for this particular month, last “regular” meeting
A small technicality, ENTRIES MUST BE FINISHED TO
COMPETE

“

WATCH THE SKIES ”

As in, Bill wonders what some can make of that pile of gifts here, in the next 90 or so days… SO HERE YOU GO:
THIS IS The OFFICIAL LIST of ELIGIBLE ITEMS for “Bill F’s Wonder Club Contest “ coming APRIL 21 2017
Please remember, ITEMS MUST BE FINISHED TO BE AWARDED, BUT NEED NOT BE ENTERED BY WHOM
recorded here as “taken home by”. Feel free to trade, barter, give, steal or what have you amongst yourselves from the
“official 2016 Pirate’s Pleasure SVSM Gift Theft ” items as listed below, for your continued holiday mayhem anew.
Heller 1:72 CL.215: taken home by Mark Schynert.
Revell 1:12 1957 Chevy: taken home by Robert.
Revell Custom Ford GTX and Revell Jaguar XKE: taken home by Ron Wergin.
Airfix 1:48 BAe Hawk 100: taken home by Larry Lechowicz.
Hasegawa 1:450 HMS Vanguard: taken home by Amelia Bucholtz.
Bandai 1:100 Graze Standard Type/Commando Type Gundam: taken home by Elizabeth Driver-Bucholtz.
Hasegawa 1:700 USS Ticonderoga:taken home by Ron Wergin.
Academy 1:72 PB4Y-1 Liberator:taken home by Jim Priete.
Airfix 1:72 Vulcan: taken home by Tom Orsua.
Airfix 1:72 Lancaster B.II: taken home by Frank Beltran.
Airfix 1:72 USAAF Bomber Resupply Set: taken home by Chris Bucholtz.
Eduard 1:72 Spitfire IX Profipack: taken home by Shervin Shembayati.
Sword 1:72 F2H-2N Banshee: taken home by Mark Schynert.
AMT 1:24 1962 Chevrolet Corvette: taken home by Gabriel Lee.
Hasegawa 1:48 Ki-43 “Oscar:” taken home by Laramie Wright.
Italeri 1:72 Tu-22M Backfire: taken home by Frank Babbitt.
Testors 1:100 Concorde: taken home by Tom Orsua.
Trumpeter 1:35 Czech t.38: taken home by Kent McClure.
Hasegawa 1:72 A6M2b: taken home by Amelia Bucholtz.
Revell 1:72 C-54 Skymaster: taken home by Jim Priete.
AFV Club 1:48 F-5E Tiger: taken home by Frank Babbitt.
Tamiya 1:72 A6M2b: taken home by Ron Wergin.
AMT 1:25 Hippee Hemi and 1933 Willys: taken home by Greg Plummer.
Revell 1:32 Hawker Hunter: taken home by Greg Plummer.
Heller Me 163 and Planet Models He 163: taken home by Robert.
Trumpeter 1:72 Lightning F.1/2: taken home by Kent McClure.
Academy 1:35 M2A2 Bradley: taken home by Randy Ray.
Cyberhobby 1:35 M60 Patton: taken home by Frank Beltran.
MPM 1:72 Fw 189: taken home by Brian Sakai.
HobbyBoss 1:48 RF-80A Shooting Star: taken home by Kent McClure.
AMT 1:48 A-20G Havoc: taken home by Shervin Shembayati.
Hasegawa 1:72 Fw 190F-8: taken home by Chris Bucholtz.
Eduard 1:48 Spitfire XVI: taken home by Mark Schynert.
Revell 1:48 Ventura: taken home by Laramie Wright.
Revell 1:25 Go-Mad Nomad: taken home by Postoria Aguirre.
AMT 1:25 Ecto 1: taken home by Jack Riggar.
Tamiya 1:48 M10: taken home by Barry Bauer.
Eduard 1:72 Spitfire XIV Combo: taken home by Shervin Shembayati.
Meng 1:35 Pick-up Trucks: taken home by Postoria Aguirre.
Italeri 1:72 Saab Grippen: taken home by Tom Orsua.
Revell 1:72 Breguet Atlantic: taken home by Postoria Aguirre.
William Brothers 1:32 Curtiss F9C-2 Sparrowhawk: taken home by Frank Babbitt.
Cyberhobby 1:700 Nakhimov and USS Dallas: taken home by Frank Beltran.
Cyberhobby 1:35 Panzerspahwagen: taken home by Laramie Wright.
Hasegawa 1:350 Japanese Carrier Aircraft: taken home by Randy Ray.
Hasegawa 1:72 Bf 109 Hartmann combo: taken home by Bill Ferrante.
Airfix 1:72 Lightning F.6: taken home by Eric McClure.
Tamiya 1:35 M10: taken home by Larry Lechowicz.
Fujimi 1:72 A-7E Corsair II: taken home by Jordan Li.
Academy 1:48 F-15E Strike Eagle: taken home by Jack Riggar.
1:72 Tamiya F4U-1 Corsair and Bandai Flapter: taken home by Brian Sakai.
Tamiya 1:24 Ferrari F.50: taken home by Jack Riggar.
Accurate Miniatures 1:48 F-6A Mustang: taken home by Bill Ferrante.

STILL COMING UP IN AN AFTERMARKET NEAR YOU !
Another Full Reprint of a SVSM Member Article from WAY BACK
And a few other more recent surprises that have landed in Editor’s InBasket 

=================================
CONGRATULATIONS to
IPMS Silver Wings
For Your Launch of the R-9 2017 Event Year
With Success of SilverCon 2017 on 02-18-2017

====================================================================================
PLEASE SHARE THE JOY OF OUR HOBBY AND FRIENDS
Because it seems sometimes more than a few forget this :
THE ONE TRUE RULE OF MODELLING (if ever there is).
If you’re having fun,
Then you’re doing it right.

